Helping Hands by Paul Render

To make these huge hands, you will need;
- 2 cereal boxes or any flat card you have to hand
- Anything laying around to decorate them, such as paint, tissue, tin foil or even pasta shapes and coloured paper cut outs
- Some fun and positive statements such as: ‘helping hands’ ‘Give a big hand’ ‘We can turn our hand to anything!’

Step 1 Open the cereal box out and turn over so you can draw on the non-printed side. Then draw the largest hand you can on half the paper. If you like you can draw on a piece of paper first, then cut this hand out and use as a template.

Step 2 Do the same on the other side. For ease, you can use the first one as a template to draw around. Then cut them out. Be careful with scissors and have a grown up to help! You will need to do this four times to make two hand gloves.

Step 3 Put one cardboard hand onto another and then tape around the edges, except for the bottom area which is the wrist. This is where you will put your hand in.
Step 4 Decorate them with whatever you like and can find in your home

Step 5 Put on, dance, wave, clap and have fun at your mini parade at home!

Do tag us in your pictures or videos. We would love to see them! #ChildrensParadeAtHome
See more of my work at twitter/rendermake